With the rapid development of mobile phone, the users have been increasing sharply, and the knowledge about mobile phone involves more widely subjects and its quantity is greater and larger. 
Introduction
As a kind of technology product, mobile has the characteristic of updating rapidly, and then these bring about more and more various mobiles, so the amount of mobile knowledge is constantly expanding, which brings a great trouble to the designers and repairers of mobile and makes the consumer of mobile more difficulty to determine when they are facing with these kinds of mobiles [1] . Moreover, there are lots of web pages which introduce the parameters about many mobiles, but these web pages only introduce little part of the mobiles attributes briefly, and the classification of some mobile functions is too far-fetched, and the same attributes of mobile are given the different name, so the management of knowledge is lack of rationality [2] .
In order to solve the series of difficulty, this paper constructs mobile ontology base to make the organization of knowledge systematically and formally, so as to make the knowledge sharable and reusable. Then the designers and repairers of mobile could get the comprehensive knowledge of industrial design to improve their efficiency. The consumer of mobile only take the least time for their preferable mobiles on the shopping guide based on the ontology base; and the kinds of websites are provided with the powerful support of semantic information. Also the construction of ontology base is the important foundation and necessary procedure for semantic web [3, 4] . Because of the feature of sharable and reusable based on the mobile ontologies, other researchers also could get the proposed ontology base for further research [5] .
This paper constructs the mobile ontology base by Protégé [6] , and executes simple SPARQL [7] for the ontology library, which could be one of the ways for the knowledge Acquisition of the different partners of mobiles.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the construction process of the mobile ontology library, and gives the partial codes of an instance in this ontology. Section 3 executes the simple SPARQL for the ontology base, and shows the results of the query besides its analysis. Finally, Section 4 is a discussion and conclusion, and then takes a long view the next work.
Construction of ontology about mobile phone
To construct the domain ontology, many key technologies are developed by industry and academic community [8] [9] [10] . Mobile domain ontology is constructed on the background of the existing mobile phone technological materials. Mobile ontology can be divided into three parts: ①Composition of mobile phone②Style of mobile phone③Symptoms of mobile phone. The composition of the cell phone is broken down into various parts from the three angles, which are hardware, software, and pattern. For example, from the view of hardware it is divided into four parts: the baseband, RF, structure and attachment. Mobile phone style refers to the outward description, such as Shape, color and so on. The symptoms are mainly these possible faults what the existing mobile phone have recorded authoritatively, such as can't boot, Keyboard failure and so on. Concrete process of ontology construction is as follows:
(1) Choosing mobile phones as research domain. The major areas of construction are about the composition of mobile phones. Ontology data source is an existing database of information on mobile phones.
(2) There is no existing ontology base which is relevant with the composition of mobile phone. Therefore, the paper summarizes the concept from the existing information, and lists the terms of the components of the mobile phone.
(3) Listing the important terminologies about the ontologies of the mobile component. The concept of the mobile phone will be divided into ten parts in total, and they are respectively standard phone, component of the mobile hardware, component of the mobile software, mobile format, mobile brand, mobile producer, mobile production date, phone shape, mobile color and mobile symptoms. Mobile phone software includes physical driven, operating system, agreement, business and application. The following is a simple hierarchical graph of the ontology concept as Figure 1 .
(4) Defining classes and support of the classes (Inheritance structure of class). In this paper, the topdown method is used, the concept of the large scope is firstly established and then it is refined by adding the subclass. For example, the mobile format is divided into five sub-classes which are GSM, CDMA, PHS, 3G and 4G. Finally, it is gradually broken down to the smallest concept which can't be divided any more.
(5) Attribute and relationship. Mainly ten attributes are formed by these concepts, which are hasBrand, hasColor, hasFormat, hasProblem, hasProblemPosition, isMadeIn, hasHardware, hasSoftware, hasShape and hasProduceDate. HasBrand means the relationship between phone and brand, hasColor means the relationship between phone and color, hasFormat means the relationship between phone and format, hasProblem means the relationship between phone and problem which may be appear, hasProblemPosition means the hardware or software of the phone which makes phone wrong possibly, isMadeIn means the place where the phone is made in, hasHardware means the hardwares which the phone is made of, hasSoftware means the software the phone has, hasShape means the relationship between phone and shape, and hasProduceDate means the time when the phone is made in. The attributions and relations of mobile phone can be seen from figure 2.
(6) Defining the restriction of the attribute. For example, the phone owns these restriction such as country, brand and color and so on. Places of producing the phone mainly includes the American where the Apple and MOTOROLA are made in, the Finland where the Nokia is made in, the China where the Lenovo and Dopod are made in, and the South Korea where the LG and Samsung are made in, etc. Color of the phone shows the color of the most part of the phone shell such as white, gray, red and so on.
(7) Construction of instances. The individuals of mobile phone ontology are given in details by appendix A. Figure 3 is a part of the phone ontology: Take Nokia_N97 as an example of the class standardPhone, the parts description of the generated OWL is as follows: <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="&ontoMobilePhone2; Nokia_N97 
Execute the simple SPARQL for phone ontology in the environment of Jena
In this paper, a simple SPARQL [7] query is executed for the phone ontology base by the java programming language in the MyEclipse7.1 development environment. Assuming a maintenance staff queries some parameters or properties of a mobile phone from the ontology, the maintenance staff only need input the pattern of the phone for getting the result. (1) The brand of the Nokia N97 is Nokia, and its format is GSM. Meanwhile, its operating system is Symbian, its color is black or white and its producing place is Finland.
(2) The instance (Nokia_N97) of the class (standardPhone) and the instance (Bar_phone) of the class (phoneShape) exists the relationship (hasShape).
The effect of ontology base is not limited to the case, and it can discover the relationship which is in the reasonable ontology and is not defined by the effective rule-based reasoning.
For large-scale knowledge base, the relationship between knowledge objects is complex and intricate, and thus it is very important for the design of the later reasoning rules that the relationship between objects is explicit in the phase of describing and defining the ontology. Collection of the knowledge of the mobile domain is also a cumulative process. Obviously, only partial reasoning functions could be realized for the large-scale knowledge base through writing rules by hand, more accurate and complex knowledge reasoning is still further pending study.
Conclusion
Based on the characteristic of the many categories and numerous knowledge what the current mobiles own , this paper discussed the demand of getting the knowledge of mobile domain reliably and efficiently for the designers, users, repairers of mobile, and proposed the idea that the sharable and reusable mobile knowledge base should be realized by constructing ontology methodology. And then ontology base about mobile was constructed by Protégé4.1, and the ontology was analyzed and executed a simple query. Finally, we have learned that it is an important approach to construct the mobile ontology when the designers design mobile, the consumers buy mobile and the repairer repair the mobile. The main contribution of this paper includes three aspects as follows: (1) Proposed the system architecture CRS4MO about the construction and retrieval of the mobile ontology, this architecture introduces the process of implementing the system of knowledge base and interface applications based on this system. (2) Described the process of constructing the mobile ontology by seven step method. (3)Executed a simple SPARQL for mobile ontology.
However, constructed ontology base is so dispersed that we need do some work for the accredited, uniform and comprehensive ontology base ,for example ontology reasoning and ontology integration and so on. Furthermore, ontology mapping is the basis of ontology integration, and all these are further research directions in future.
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